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E. O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: PINT, PGOV, PINS, AR
SUBJECT: JUNTA'S MODERATE LINE IN DOUBT

REF: A) BUENOS AIRES 2528 B) BUENOS AIRES 2061

1. SUMMARY. BECAUSE OF INCREASING DOUBTS CONCERNING MODERATE
LINE ORIGINALLY PROCLAIMED BY JUNTA, MAJOR POLITICAL PARTIES
AND TRADE UNIONS ARE REASSESSING THEIR POSITIONS. THEIR MAJOR
COMPLAINT IS THAT MILITARY GOVERNMENT IS NOT REMAINING WITHIN
LAW AS PROMISED; RATHER, IT IS MAKING WIDESPREAD ARRESTS AND
HAS INTERVENED UNIONS WHICH IT HAD PROMISED IT WOULD NOT
TOUCH. MOST OBSERVERS AGREE THAT VIDELA IS WELL INTENTIONED
BUT HAS NOT BEEN ABLE--OR HAS NOT YET CHOSEN--TO ASSERT HIS
AUTHORITY. THUS, INDIVIDUAL COMMANDERS AND INTERVENTORS ARE
DOING PRETTY MUCH AS THEY PLEASE. THERE IS STILL HOPE THAT
VIDELA WILL FIRMLY TAKE COMMAND AND GUARANTEE MODERATE LINE.
IF NOT, SITUATION COULD BEGIN TO DETERIORATE RAPIDLY. END
SUMMARY.

2. LEADING ANTIVERTICALISTA PERONISTS HAVE INFORMED US DURING
THE LAST WEEK THAT THEY ARE VERY MUCH DISTURBED BY DIRECTION
EVENTS ARE TAKING AND ARE PUTTING IN COLD STORAGE ANY PLANS TO
COOPERATE WITH GOVT. DOCUMENT ENTITLED 'SUMMARY OF SITUATION'
NOW BEING CIRCULATED AMONG PERONISTS POINTS TO ARBITRARY
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ARRESTS, INTERVENTION OF UNIONS AND UNHAPPINESS WITH ECONOMIC
PROGRAM AS MAJOR CAUSES OF THEIR CONCERN. AS ONE PERONIST
LEADER DESCRIBED SITUATION: QUOTE, MILITARY PROMISED US THAT,
ALTHOUGH THOSE GUILTY OF FLAGRANT CORRUPTION OR ABUSE OF POWER
WOULD BE PUNISHED, THERE WOULD BE NO MASSIVE ARRESTS NOR
VENGEANCE AGAINST PERONISTS AFTER COUP. FOR FIRST TWO OR
THREE WEEKS THEY SEEMED TO BE LIVING UP TO PROMISES. SINCE THEN, HOWEVER, NUMBER OF THOSE DETAINED HAS INCREASED DRASTICALLY. MANY ARE BEING PICKED UP 'ON SUSPICION' AND BEING HELD INCOMMUNICADO WITH NO IDEA AS TO CHARGES, IF ANY, AGAINST THEM. WE HAD BEEN TOLD THAT ONLY A FEW HUNDRED WOULD BE ARRESTED, BUT ACCORDING TO OUR ESTIMATES OVER 4,000 ARE NOW BEING HELD AND NUMBER IS GROWING DAILY. UNLESS GIVT SHIFTS BACK TO MODERATE LINE SOON, WE WILL HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO GO INTO OPPOSITION. CLOSE QUOTE.

3. UCR SEES SITUATION IN MUCH THE SAME TERMS AS THE PERONISTS. ONE LEADING UCR OFFICIAL COMMENTED TO US LAST WEEK THAT UCR HAS IMPRESSION THERE IS NO STRONG CENTRAL AUTHORITY OR LINE; RATHER, EACH COMMANDER AND INTERVENTOR OF MUNICIPALITY IS DOING AS HE WISHES. IN SOME CASES, THIS HAS LED TO CLOSURE OF UCR HEADQUARTERS AND ARREST OF A NUMBER OF RADICALES. ADDITIONALLY, THREE BRANCHES OF SERVICE SEEM TO BE OPERATING ALMOST INDEPENDENTLY OF ONE ANOTHER. NAVY IS ARRESTING PEOPLE WITHOUT TELLING ARMY, AND VICE VERSA. RESULT IS EXTREMELY CONFUSED AND ARBITRARY ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH MANY ARE BEGINNING TO WONDER IF IN FACT THEY HAVE ANY PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW.

4. WERE IT ONLY PERONISTS, RADICALES AND OTHER POLITICIANS EXPRESSING CONCERN, EMBASSY WOULD TAKE COMPLAINTS WITH RESERVATIONS, FOR WHILE SINCERE, THEY ARE NOT OBJECTIVE OBSERVERS. WE ARE GETTING SIMILAR REPORTS, HOWEVER, FROM MANY AND DISPARATE SOURCES, INCLUDING SOME WITHIN GOVERNMENT. AMERICAN NEWSMEN ARE PICKING UP SAME KINDS OF REPORTS; THUS, UNLESS SOME RECTIFICATIONS ARE MADE SOON, JUNTA MAY BEGIN TO RECEIVE BAD PRESS ABROAD.

5. NEITHER PERONISTS NOR RADICALES ARE ACCUSING VIDELA HIMSELF OF BAD FAITH; RATHER, THEY BELIEVE PROBLEMS RESULT FROM HIS FAILURE TO CONTROL THE HARDLINERS. THIS TENDS TO
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COINCIDE WITH EMBASSY'S OWN ANALYSIS. WE NOTE, FOR EXAMPLE, THAT DESPITE HIS EXPILICT ORDERS (SEE REF A), VIDELA HAS BEEN UNABLE TO PRODUCE A COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF THOSE DETAINED. SOURCE VERY CLOSE TO PRESIDENCY TELLS US ARMY CORPS COMMANDERS HAVE ALREADY PROVIDED VIDELA WITH LISTS OF DETAINNEES IN THEIR ZONES OF JURISDICTION (WHETHER LISTS ARE ACCURATE AND COMPREHENSIVE IS ANOTHER MATTER). HOLDUP, SOURCE ADDED, IS THAT NAVY HAS SO FAR FAILED TO PROVIDE ROSTER OF THOSE HELD ABOARD SHIPS IN HARBOR, AND SINCE THIS INCLUDES MANY OF MOST PROMINENT MEMBERS OF LAST GOVT, COMPREHENSIVE LIST CANNOT BE ISSUED WITHOUT IT.

6. SOURCE ADMITTED THIS REFLECTED TROUBLES VIDELA IS HAVING WITH ADMIRAL MASSERA. THERE IS EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THIS BEYOND FACT THAT NAVY IS DRAGGING ITS FEET ON GIVING VIDELA LIST HE WANTS. FOR EXAMPLE, SEVERAL DAYS AGO NAVY ARRESTED
ONE OF VIDELA'S CIVILIAN POLITICAL ADVISORS AND HELD HIM ABOARD PRISON SHIP. VIDELA HAD TO SEND INTERIOR MINISTER HARQUINDEGUY TO EFFECT ADVISOR'S RELEASE. MASSERA'S MOTIVES IN ALL THIS ARE NOT CLEAR. SOME BELIEVE HE WANTS TO BE PRESIDENT HIMSELF. EMBASSY TENDS TO DISCOUNT THIS, HOWEVER, IF ONLY BECAUSE WE BELIEVE MASSERA IS SMART ENOUGH TO KNOW ARMY NOT LIKELY TO ACCEPT (OR ACCEPT FOR LONG AT ANY RATE) NAVY MAN AS CHIEF OF STATE. IT SEEMS MORE LIKELY TO US THAT IN EFFORT TO PLEASE OFFICERS UNDER HIM WHO TEND TO BE MORE HARD LINE ACROSS THE BOARD THAN OFFICERS IN OTHER SERVICES AND WITH WHOM HE HAS BEEN HAVING HIS SHARE OF TROUBLE, MASSERA MAY BE SWINGING AWAY FROM MODERATE LINE HE ONCE ESPoused AND IS TAKING COURSE WHICH MAY EVENTUALLY PUT HIM AGAINST VIDELA.

7. PART OF THE PROBLEM, TOO, MAY RESIDE IN AWKWARD JUNTA-PRESIDENCY STRUCTURE.. ARGENTINES ARE ACCUSTOMED TO CONCEPT OF STRONG PRESIDENCY. COLLEGIATE COMMAND, EVEN IN FORM OF A JUNTA, THROWS THEM OFF STRIDE. THEY THEREFORE LOOK TO VIDELA
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FOR LEADERSHIP BUT ON JUNTA IT IS MASSERA WHO IS MOST POLITICALLY ASTUTE (FEW WOULD ARGUE WITH THAT). THIS PRODUCES IN PUBLIC'S EYE SOMETHING OF A DYARCHIC IMAGE, OR A CONFUSION BETWEEN WHAT THEY THINK VIDELA SHOULD BE AND WHAT MASSERA ACTUALLY IS.

8. AS INDICATED IN REF B, FENDING OFF HARDLINERS AND MAINTAINING INSTITUTIONAL COHESION WERE LIKELY TO BE VIDELA'S MOST DIFFICULT TASKS. THIS INDEED IS TURNING OUT TO BE THE CASE. ALREADY, ARBITRARY ARRESTS AND FAILURE TO PRODUCE A
LIST OF THOSE DETAINED ARE CAUSING DAMAGE TO JUNTA’S IMAGE. ERP AND MONTONEROS ARE DOUBTLESS DELIGHTED WITH THIS TURN OF EVENTS. AS THEY SEE IT, THE MORE REPRESSIVE THE GOVT, THE MORE LIKELY IT IS THAT THEY CAN GAIN SOME POPULAR SUPPORT AND EXPAND THEIR ACTIVITIES. AND, OF COURSE, BEST THING POSSIBLE FOR THEM WOULD BE TO SEE MILITARY BEGINNING TO FIGHT AMONG THEMSELVES.

9. COMMENT: IN SUM, WHAT STARTED OFF SO WELL NOW SEEM IN DANGER OF GOING SOUR. IF VIDELA AND MODERATES BEHIND HIM DO NOT ASSERT THEMSELVES SOON, IT MAY BE TOO LATE. THAT VIDELA HAS LET THINGS DRIFT FOR PAST TWO WEEKS OR SO IS PUZZLING, AS HE WOULD APPEAR TO HAVE THE STRENGTH AND BACKING TO IMPOSE HIS WILL IF HE SO CHOSE. HARDLINE CORPS COMMANDERS SUCH AS GENERALS MENENDEZ AND DIAZ BESSONS HAVE NOT MOVED AGAINST HIM. SO FAR, HE HAS SIMPLY FAILED TO ASSERT HIMSELF. ONE THEORY IS THAT HE IS DECENT MAN AND PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER WITH NO INSTINCT OR DRIVE FOR POWER. ANOTHER (ESPoused BY SOURCE IN PARA FIVE) IS THAT VIDELA IS NOT WEAK; RATHER, HE IS RIDING HIS TIME AND AT APPROPRIATE MOMENT WILL ASSERT HIMSELF. STILL ANOTHER THEORY IS THAT IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN INSTITUTIONAL COHESION, VIDELA MUST BEND TO HARD LINE--i.e., IF HE TRIED TO IMPOSE HIS OWN MODERATE POLICIES ACROSS THE BOARD, ARMED FORCES WOULD BEGIN TO SPLIT WIDE OPEN.

10. WHATEVER HIS MOTIVES, FACT IS THAT VIDELA HAS NOT COME TO GRIPS WITH SITUATION AND STOPPED DRIFT TOWARD HARDER LINE. IN EMBASSY’S JUDGEMENT, UNLESS HE OR SOMEONE ELSE DOES, JUNTA WILL SOON FACE SERIOUS DIFFICULTIES BOTH AT HOME AND ABROAD--ABROAD, BECAUSE HARDLINERS WILL GIVE LITTLE ATTENTION TO HUMAN RIGHTS AND WILL CREATE SAME SORT OF SITUATION FACED BY CHILEAN JUNTA; AT HOME, BECAUSE HARDLINERS WILL ALIENATE MAJOR SECTORS AND CREATE KIND OF CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH LEFTIST/EXTREMISTS MAY PICK UP SUPPORT AND HAVE SOME CHANCE OF MAKING BID FOR POWER.
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